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2

�

Foundational�
Principles�&�
Concept�
Frameworks

Essential�Generic�Knowledge�Expectation

CS-
11

Accounting�for�
Investment�&�
Managerial�
Decision-Making�

Clarity about the en�re range of organiza�onal, business and strategic 
decisions for which, top managements expect accurate and �mely 
financial informa�on and intelligence to be provided by their investment 
and management accountants. Understanding of the categories of 
financial informa�on and data to be considered during accoun�ng for 
investments, costs, revenues and taxes, while balancing them with various 
risks.

CS-
12

Business,�Strategy�
&�International�
Competitiveness

Understanding the composi�on of business strategy; how it impacts the 
survival and growth of organiza�ons; the basic process of cra�ing business 
strategy; the structure and dynamics of compe��on and compe��veness, 
and the informa�on needs that investment & management accoun�ng 
serves for strategy developers and implementors

Cs-13

Analyzing�
Financial�
Statements�for�
Business�
Decisions

Clear understanding of the financial and accoun�ng informa�on needs of 
business and organiza�ons; clarity on the external and internal 
stakeholders and users of financial insights derived from financial analysis; 
understanding the linkage between financial analysis and managerial 
decision-making; basic knowledge of the techniques of analyzing financial 
data related to revenues, costs, assets and liabili�es�drawn from standard 
financial and accoun�ng statements and reports

CS-
14

Managing�&�
Accounting�Risks�
in�Business�

Understanding of the concept of risk and the interpreta�on of risk in 
business, finance and accoun�ng; clear knowledge of the systemic and 
enterprise-level drivers of risk, and the impact of uncertainty and 
unpredictability on risk; basic knowledge of the process of calcula�ng risk; 
accoun�ng risk; and managing risk; fundamental understanding of the 
framework of risk for interna�onal organiza�ons

CS-
15

Cost�Structuring,�
Product�Costing�&�
Activity�Based�
Costing

Understanding the concepts of costs, cos�ng and cost management; 
clarity on the concept of value chain and progressive change in the 
structure or costs along the value chain; clarity on the types of costs, and 
their impact on pricing, compe��veness, business and managerial 
decision-making; knowledge of the classical and modern approaches to 
cos�ng products, services and projects; good understanding of ac�vity 
based cos�ng principles and applica�ons.

CS-
16

Investment�
Accounting�
Framework�&�
Concepts

Understanding of all the func�onal components of investment accoun�ng 
and the basic concepts that each of these areas deploy; knowledge of the 
framework within which investment accountant performs; clear 
comprehension of the classifica�on of investments and the premises and 
principles along which gains or losses are considered for various categories 
of investments by investment accountants; and awareness of the structure 
of methods and techniques of accoun�ng various types of investments. ���
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�
Foundational�
Principles�&�
Concept�

Essential�Generic�Knowledge�Expectation

CS-
17

Financial�Markets,�
Instruments�&�
Derivatives

Clear knowledge of the structure of financial markets; their components 
designated for trade of different categories of financial instruments; the 
inter-rela�onships between equity, debt and deriva�ves markets; 
knowledge of the nature and purpose of important financial and 
investment instruments including equity, debt and other financially 
engineered dervia�ves; awareness of the forces, players, regula�ons and 
intermediaries playing in financial markets; and how organiza�ons tap into 
financial markets to raise funds or invest for profits. 

CS-
18

Techniques�of�
Managing�
Investment�
Portfolios

Understanding of the investment process, milestones por�olio 
management; Investment objec�ves and constraints of the different 
groups of investors; Assessment of market expecta�ons; Strategic asset 
alloca�on; the importance of asset alloca�on; Asset and Liability 
Management (ALM); Ac�ve and passive management of a por�olio of 
stocks; Equity Indices; passive inves�ng; Investment Styles; Analysis of 
investment styles based on por�olio and income 

CS-
19

Capital�
Investments�and�
Capital�Budgeting

Understanding of the concept of capital inves�ng and its linkages to 
organic size of organiza�ons; knowledge of the framework that links risks, 
returns and cost together with capital investment decisions; knowledge of 
the common approaches and methods of capital investment analysis; 
understanding of the framework of investment decision-making; 
acquisi�ons and mergers; basic knowledge of the capital budge�ng 
process and the techniques of preparing capital budgets

CS-
20

Management�
Accounting�&�
Enterprise�
Performance�

Understanding the concept of organiza�onal performance; knowledge of 
the indicators and the commonly accepted metrics and indicators of 
enterprise performance; knowledge of the factors and drivers of 
enterprise performance; knowledge of the fundamental approaches and 
common methods of analyzing enterprise performance
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Application�
Principles�&�
Practice�
Frameworks

Essential�Generic�Knowledge�Expectation

CS-
21

Techniques�of�
Pricing�Financial�
Assets

Understanding of the basic concept, defini�ons and classifica�on of 
financial assets; awareness of key principles driving prices and values of 
various types of financial assets including securi�es and other investment 
instruments; understanding the applica�on of capital asset pricing model 
in taking buy, hold or sell decisions related to securi�es; understanding 
the impact of environment and other factors on prices of financial 
assets.deals with them
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Application�
Principles�&�
Practice�

Essential�Generic�Knowledge�Expectation

CS-
22

Techniques�&�
Practices�of�
Valuing�
Businesses

Clear understanding of the concepts of value and valua�on; knowledge of 
the various indicators of value of firms; knowledge of the various 
approaches to valuing businesses and organiza�ons; basic understanding 
of the differences in valuing businesses on poten�al and on past 
performance; knowledge of the most popular methods of business 
valua�on; good overall knowledge of the tools used in business valua�on

CS-
23

Practices�in�
International�
Financial�
Reporting�

Strong general understanding of how business performance and value of 
firms are reflected in financial reports; strong understanding of the 
generic financial repor�ng and disclosure frameworks for various business 
and statutory stakeholders; clear understanding of the financial 
informa�on needs of various stakeholders; basic awareness of important 
financial repor�ng standards in force around the world; strong 
understanding of the process and technique of financial repor�ng for 
regulators and investors

CS-
24

Techniques�of�
Currency�Risk�
Management

Strong understanding of the concept and dynamics of exchange rate 
fluctua�on; good knowledge of the approaches to measuring currency 
value; good understanding of the role of the global central and 
commercial banking system in foreign exchange rate fixa�on; strong 
knowledge of methods and techniques of measuring exchange risks in 
various business scenarios; good understanding of the basic approaches to 

CS-
25

Accounting�Tax�In�
Global�
Investments�and�
Business

Strong understanding of the generic concept of direct and indirect taxes 
and the framework of interna�onal taxa�on; basic exposure to the 
diversity of tax laws across different global regions; good conceptual 
exposure to the linkage of trade agreements and investment laws with 
taxa�on; understanding of the framework and strategy approaches of 
managing tax liabili�es across diverse tax regimes in a global business 
system;  understanding of the basic approaches of calcula�ng tax liabili�es 

CS-
26

Accounting�
Transfer�Pricing�In�
Global�Business

Strong generic understanding of the concept of transfer pricing; 
awareness of the role transfer pricing can play in management of prices 
and tax liabili�es in global firms; good knowledge of the diverse regulatory 
opinions and the rising restric�ons on transfer pricing around the world; 
strong exposure to mechanism of managing tax liabili�es as well as 
commercial value and price compe��veness of interna�onally-traded 
goods and services through transfer-pricing

CS-
27

Investment�
Accounting�
Techniques�&�
Practices

Knowledge of the basic investment accoun�ng process; types and 
categories of investment accounts required to be made; principles 
deployed in accoun�ng sales and purchases of various categories of 
investment instruments; knowledge of the classifica�on of investment 
transac�ons; methods of accoun�ng gains and losses in investments; 
understanding of how to consider premium and discounts in recording 
and accoun�ng investments. 
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Application�
Principles�&�
Practice�
Frameworks

Essential�Generic�Knowledge�Expectation

CS-
28

Investment�Audit�
Techniques�&�
Practices

Understanding of the basic framework of the investment audit process; 
knowledge of prac�ce benchmarks and statutory guidelines governing 
investment audits; awareness of the stakeholders of typical investment 
accoun�ng statements and their informa�on and analy�cs needs.

CS-
29

Corporate�
Governance�&�
Ethics�in�Global�
Organizations

Strong understanding of the contemporary framework of corporate 
governance generally being adopted by global organiza�ons; good basic 
exposure to key regula�ons on corporate governance in major statutory 
regions around the world; good understanding of the principles and best 
prac�ces of corporate governance; understanding of the role and prac�ce 
of ethics in corporate governance in global organiza�ons

CS-
30

Technology�&�
Anaytics�in�
Accounting

Good understanding of the role technology plays in improving the 
performance and results of the investment & management accoun�ng 
func�on; awareness of the basic applica�ons of data science, ar�ficial 
intelligence, blockchain and other convergent technologies in managerial 
accoun�ng; awareness of popular technology pla�orms, tools and systems 
being commonly used in investment & management accoun�ng today
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